Watch a Movie Based on a Book

Knock at the Cabin

**DVD Drama, Rated R.**

Based on the book *The Cabin at the End of the World* by Paul Tremblay

*F Trem, Libby, Hoopla*

While vacationing at a remote cabin, a young girl and her parents are taken hostage by four armed strangers who demand that the family make an unthinkable choice to avert the apocalypse. With limited access to the outside world, the family must decide what they believe before all is lost.

Jurassic Park

**DVD SciFi, Rated PG-13**

Based on the book *Jurassic Park* by Michael Crichton

*F Cric Jurassic Bk.1, Libby*

A pragmatic paleontologist touring an almost complete theme park on an island in Central America is tasked with protecting a couple of kids after a power failure causes the park's cloned dinosaurs to run loose.

The Godfather

**DVD Drama (Binge Box), Rated R**

Based on the book *The Godfather* by Mario Puzo

*F Puzo, Libby*

Don Vito Corleone is the Godfather of New York's richest Mafia family. His business is built on fear and murder. Vito's son Michael wants a quiet life away from the family business. But that's not easy, and slowly Michael becomes the most dangerous gangster of them all.
Death on the Nile

**DVD Drama, Rated PG-13**

**Based on the book Death on the Nile by Agatha Christie**

**LP M Chri Poirot Bk.15, Libby, Hoopla**

Belgian sleuth Hercule Poirot's Egyptian vacation aboard a glamorous river steamer turns into a terrifying search for a murderer when a picture-perfect couple's idyllic honeymoon is tragically cut short. Set against an epic landscape of sweeping desert vistas and the majestic Giza pyramids, this tale of unbridled passion and incapacitating jealousy features a cosmopolitan group of impeccably dressed travelers, and enough wicked twists and turns to leave audiences guessing until the final, shocking denouement.

Redeeming Love

**DVD Drama, Rated PG-13**

**Based on the book Redeeming Love by Francine Rivers**

**IF Rive, Libby, Hoopla**

Redeeming Love is a powerful story of relentless love and perseverance as a young couple’s relationship clashes with the harsh realities of the California Gold Rush of 1850. It is a life-changing story of the power of unconditional and all-consuming love.

Those Who Wish Me Dead

**DVD Drama, Rated R**

**Based on the book Those Who Wish Me Dead by Michael Koryta**

**F Kory, Libby**

Oscar winner Angelina Jolie stars as Hannah, a smoke jumper still reeling from the loss of three lives she failed to save from a fire when she comes across a traumatized 12-year-old boy with nowhere else to turn.
Chaos Walking
*DVD SciFi, Rated PG-13*

Based on the book *The Knife of Never Letting Go* by Patrick Ness

T Ness Chaos Bk.1, Libby

In the not too distant future, Todd Hewitt discovers Viola, a mysterious girl who crash lands on his planet, where all the women have disappeared and the men are afflicted by *the Noise,* a force that puts all their thoughts on display. In this dangerous landscape, Viola's life is threatened, and as Todd vows to protect her, he will have to discover his own inner power and unlock the planet's dark secrets.

Dune
*DVD SciFi, BR SciFi Rated PG-13*

Based on the book *Dune* by Frank Herbert

SF Herb, Libby

A mythic and emotionally charged hero's journey that tells the story of Paul Atreides, a brilliant and gifted young man born into a great destiny beyond his understanding, must travel to the most dangerous planet in the universe to ensure the future of his family and his people. As malevolent forces explode into conflict over the planet's exclusive supply of the most precious resource in existence, a commodity capable of unlocking humanity's greatest potential, only those who can conquer their fear will survive.